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Introduction

Blockchain plays a big role in these developments thanks to its ability to decentralize data and processes while

also ensuring top-tier security. Indeed, blockchain technology is largely considered to be a huge part of the future

of business thanks to its applications in supply chains, healthcare, insurance, travel, retail, and even energy. Like

all new technologies, it also comes with some disadvantages and limitations. There is concern among some

groups that blockchain may produce incredible benefits for business but destruction for the environment. While

there is some truth to the argument in specific contexts, the wider application of blockchain could also prove the

reverse is true: blockchain could be one of the biggest enablers of sustainability currently available.

In an increasingly digitalized economy and society, the security and accountability of data transactions are critical

elements for creating trust and enabling breakthrough innovations in the digital world. In this regard, blockchain

technology could be a game-changer, with the potential to revolutionize processes from finance to pharmaceutical

industries, from government public services to humanitarian work and development aid. The blockchain serves as

the base technology for cryptocurrency, enabling open (peer-to-peer), secure and fast transactions.



Introduction

The application of blockchain has expanded to include various financial transactions (e.g., online payments and

exchange platforms) as well as Internet of Things (IoT), health systems and supply chains. However, issues

associated with scalability, privacy concerns, uncertain regulatory standards and difficulties posed by the

technology in integration with existing applications are some of the potential market constraints. There is also the

risk that the potential of blockchain for solving developmental problems has been somewhat inflated by its early

adopters and the tech media and may not be as applicable for developing and least developed countries.



Disclaimers

5

The Tronado Project Report has been published and issued by Tronado for informational purposes only and is

required to be read alongside the Terms if the prospective purchaser plans to use any of the Tronado products.

This Whitepaper is a working document and is subject to changes and errors. Any purchase or use of services

from Tronado creates a binding arbitration agreement between Tronado and the user/purchaser as the Terms

are outlined. This Whitepaper does not constitute a prospectus for the purposes of [Directive2003/71/EEC, and

the amending directive 2010/73/EU] [Regulation (EU) 2017/1129], and is not intended to constitute an offer of

securities or a solicitation for investments in securities in any jurisdiction. The purpose of this Whitepaper is to

provide potential purchasers with the information on Tronado’s ecosystem to allow the purchasers to make

their own decision as to whether or not it wishes to proceed to purchase Tronado Tokens and use any of the

Tronado ecosystem of products.

This Project report does not constitute an offer or invitation, or any other sale or purchase of shares, securities,

or any of the assets. Any possession of TRDO shall not grant any rights in any form to the user, including but

not limited to any rights of ownership, interest, profit, redemption, property or intellectual property, decision

making, or any other such rights, such as any rights of financial or legal nature, in Tronado the corporation or

its affiliates. TRDO may be used for protocol and ecosystem governance which has no bearing to the

corporation or its affiliates.



Risks

Risks You acknowledge and agree that there are numerous risks associated with purchasing TRDO, holding

TRDO, and using TRDO for participation in the Tronado Platform. In the worst scenario, this could lead to the

loss of all or part of the TRDO which had been purchased.

IF YOU DECIDE TO PURCHASE TRDO, YOU EXPRESSLY ACKNOWLEDGE, ACCEPT AND ASSUME THE

FOLLOWING RISKS:

1. Uncertain Regulation sand Enforcement Actions 

The regulatory status of TRDO and distributed ledger technology is unclear or unsettled in many

jurisdictions. The regulation of virtual currencies has become a primary target of regulation in all major

countries in the world. It is impossible to predict how, when or whether regulatory agencies may apply

existing regulations or create new regulations with respect to such technology and its applications, including

Tronado App and/or the Tronado Platform. Regulatory actions could negatively impact TRDO and/or the

Tronado Platform in various ways. The Foundation, the Distributor (or their respective affiliates) may cease

operations in a jurisdiction in the event that regulatory actions, or changes to law or regulation, make it

illegal to operate in such jurisdiction, or commercially undesirable to obtain the necessary regulatory

approval(s) to operate in such jurisdiction.



Risks

After consulting with a wide range of legal advisors and continuous analysis of the development and legal

structure of virtual currencies, a cautious approach will be applied towards the sale of TRDO. Therefore, for the

token sale, the sale strategy may be constantly adjusted in order to avoid relevant legal risks as much as possible.

2. Inadequate disclosure of information 

As at the date hereof, the Tronado Platform is still under development and its design concepts, codes, and other

technical details and parameters may be constantly and frequently updated and changed. Although this white

paper contains the most current information relating to the Tronado Platform, it is not absolutely complete and

may still be adjusted and updated by the Tronado team from time to time. The Tronado team has no ability and

obligation to keep holders of TRDO informed of every detail (including development progress and expected

milestones) regarding the project to develop the Tronado Platform, hence in sufficient information disclosure is

inevitable and reasonable.



Risks

3. Competitors 

Various types of crypto management platforms are emerging at a rapid rate, and the industry is increasingly

competitive. It is possible that alternative parties could be established that utilize the same or similar code and

protocol underlying the Tronado Open Wallet Platform and attempt to re-create similar facilities. Tronado

Platform may be required to compete with these alternative parties, which could negatively impact TRDO and/or

the Tronado Platform.

4. Loss of Talent 

The development of the Tronado Platform greatly depends on the continued co-operation of the existing technical

team and expert consultants, who are highly knowledgeable and experienced in their respective sectors. The loss

of any member may adversely affect the Tronado Platform or its future development. Further, stability and

cohesion within the team is critical to the overall development of the Tronadol Platform. There is the possibility

that conflict within the team and/or departure of core personnel may occur, resulting in negative influence on the

project in the future.



Risks

5. Failure to develop 

There is the risk that the development of the Tronado Platform will not be executed or implemented as planned,

for a variety of reasons, including without limitation the event of a decline in the prices of any digital asset, virtual

currency or TRDO, unforeseen technical difficulties, and shortage of development funds for activities.

6.Security weaknesses 

Hackers or other malicious groups or organizations may attempt to interfere with TRDO and/or the Tronado

Platform in a variety of ways, including, but not limited to, malware attacks, phishing attacks, supply chain

attacks, and brutal attacks. Furthermore, there is a risk that a third party or a member of the Foundation, the

Distributor or their respective affiliates may intentionally or unintentionally introduce weaknesses into the core

infrastructure of TRDO and/or the Tronado Platform, which could negatively affect TRDO and/or the Tronado

Platform. Further, the future of cryptography and security innovations are highly unpredictable and advances in

cryptography, or technical advances (including without limitation development of quantum computing), could

present unknown risks to TRDO and/or the Tronado Platform by rendering ineffective the cryptographic consensus

mechanism that underpins that blockchain protocol.



Risks

7.Other risks 

In addition, the potential risks briefly mentioned above are not exhaustive and there are other risks associated 

with your purchase, holding and use of TRDO, including those that the Foundation or the Distributor can not 

anticipate. Such risks may further materialize as unanticipated variations or combinations of the aforementioned 

risks. You should conduct full due diligence on the Foundation, the Distributor, their respective affiliates, and the 

Tronado team, as well as understand the overall framework, mission and vision for the Tronado Platform prior to 

purchasing TRDO. 



Mission & Vision

OUR MISSION

Our Mission is to change people lives through ground breaking and innovative solutions. The ultimate 

goal is to create our own blockchain with an astonishing speed and technologies based on it. 

Crypto to Masses. Looking at the bigger target of the company Tronado shoulders the mission to help 

users to Secure, Grow and easy to use their crypto wealth. A reliable powerful and easy to use one 

stop solution for all crypto users to buy, store and use crypto without the hassle of liquidating and 

moving assets to different platforms/ applications.

OUR VISION

It has been founded with the intention to change the industry, out of passion and striving for greater 

achievements. The industries that are creating a revolution, will be influenced by Tornado’s’ presence.



About Tronado

We are a community of cryptocurrency enthusiasts focused on building a community with a utility ecosystem for 

blockchain powered platforms. We aim to provide liquidity which supports the TRONADO eco-system. We also 

work hard to support new and upcoming projects in the cryptocurrency sphere and see genuine projects achieve 

success. 

TRONADO (powered by Crypque) aims to make crypto secure, simple and easy to use for the masses. It was seen

that the lack of education and knowledge regarding this futuristic technologies, was misleading a major chunk of

the population, which created a bad image for the crypto industry. We TRONADO, have taken the initiative to

explain the population the reality of the concept and the major benefit that they can miss out, if they do not

understand and accept the change that is already happening around them. TRONADO started of its journey in the

year 2020, the idea started of with the community building program and was successful in achieving the goals set

on its road map. The initiative spread with flying colours and the community had already reached across 60+

countries and will surly reach the target of 165+ countries by 2025, having a leading global presence.

TRDO is the that fuel the crypto eco - system of Tronado community. The community are the liquidity provides 

that help build and grow the platform. Tronado is powered by 4 key components to solve the major problem of 

crypto enthusiasts i.e using multiple applications for managing their crypto assets.



Features of Tronado

Tronado is powered by 4 key components to solve the major problem of crypto enthusiasts i.e. using 

multiple applications for managing their crypto assets.

• Tronado multi-utility crypto encrypted wallet- The key component that provides secure, 

diversified and user friendly non-custodian wallet solution for the users. 

• Tronado wealth - The powerful asset management platform that enables user to buy, swap, trade 

crypto. 

• Tronado Crypto Payment solution services- which enables user to avail utility services including 

UPI Payment & QR Code POS payment services without any hassle of liquidating it's crypto into fiat 

currency. 

• TRONADO Ecosystem- It's unique project range includes E-commerce, Blockchain lottery, online 

gaming and video dating to grow the demand of TRONADO Token and grow it's price exponentially.



Features of Tronado

Tronado does not mean to evolve in only one field of profit generation and benefiting module, as

we know that multiple source of revenue and profit generation is essential for the growth of its

own currency, Tronado has already worked upon some of the profit generation modules, these

will play a major role in the price appreciation of the token, these are explained in brief below:-

1. STACKING

Stacking unlike it's staking counterparts which works with purchasing and then staking proof - of - stake

tokens to earn a return denominated in the same assets, allows TRDO holders to earn reserved currencies (

BNB, TRDO, PANCAKE and other stipulated currencies for holding TRDO. This reward and consensus

mechanism provides a more direct way for holders to earn other cryptocurrencies as well as TRDO.

2. BLOCKCHAIN LOTTERY  : Our lottery is another fun game that enables participants to earn a considerable 

amount of Tronado. Users can participate by depositing a small amount of TRDO that enables them purchase 

the lottery ticket thereby contributing to the lottery pool. The user can get more tickets to increase his 

chances of winning and if the user is lucky to win the jackpot, a huge amount of TRDO goes to him! Lottery 

Market size was valued at USD 301.51 Billion in 2019 and is projected to reach USD 378.37 

Billion by 2027, growing at a CAGR of 2.88% from 2020 to 2027.



Features of Tronado

3. CROSS-CHAIN SWAPPING

Tronado was envisioned as an independent but complementary system to the existing Binance Smart Chain

network. Multiple-chain architecture is used, with the idea being that users can seamlessly transfer assets from

one blockchain to another. In this way, rapid trading can be enjoyed on the Tronado network. With this

interoperability, users are exposed to a vast ecosystem that can cater to a myriad of use cases.

Tronado uses the same functions as its Binance counterpart, and can be swapped forBEP-20tokens.

4. TRONADO GAMES

The introduction of the Tronado Games allows users to hatch and earn more Tronado every few days. This tends to

keep the community active and also encourages hodlers to participate in the developments proposed by the

development team. The top hodlers are incentivised with the opportunity to earn more Tronado by claiming extra

rewards every few days. The Gaming Market was valued at USD 198.40 billion in 2021, and it is

expected to reach a value of USD 339.95 billion by 2027, registering a CAGR of 8.94% ...



Features of Tronado

5. NFT & METAVERSE

Now Fungible Token (NFT) is a phenomenon that has gained attention in the cry to sphere over the past few years

with increasing acceptance and use cases. The Tronado NFT market place will allow the users and community to

display their artwork which can be bid and purchased as NFT are singularly owned by the buyer and has a unique

identity code implanted on the image or artwork.

The Tronado network will enable users to open their own market place on the platform.

Limited editions of collectible NFT cards will be created and marketed by our team of talented artists as well as

other community members.

6. EXCHANGE

Token swaps on Tronado are a simple way to trade one BEP-20 token for another via automated liquidity pools.

Our exchange platform is an automated market maker (“AMM”) that enables two tokens to exchange on the

Binance Smart Chain. Different tokens are traded and exchanged on our platform. The automated Market Maker

(AMM) model means that while you can trade digital assets on the platform, there isn't an order book where

you're matched with someone else. Instead, you trade against a liquidity pool already on the platform. Those

pools are filled with the funds from other users. They deposit into the pool, receiving liquidity provider (or LP)

tokens in return. They can also use those tokens to reclaim their share of funds with a portion of the trading fees.



Features of Tronado

7. E-COMMERCE

The Marketplace function is the main function of the app, that is, it provides the possibility to buying and selling of

any kind of Product or Service either digital or Physical in a totally anonymous and secure way (Guaranteed

through an automated Escrow service). The global e-commerce market reached a value of US$ 13

Trillion in 2021. Looking forward, IMARC Group expects the market to reach US$ 55.6 Trillion by

2027, exhibiting at a CAGR of 27.4% during 2022-2027.

8. QR CODE CRYPTO POS PAYMENT SOLUTION

Point of Sale services and QR code Reading would be employed in payment processing. This will be similar to the

QR code use in cryptocurrency wallets but would contain all necessary payment details for easy, reliable, efficient

and secure transaction processes. The global point of sale (POS) market size was USD 8.71 billion in

2020. The market is projected to grow from USD 9.95 billion in 2021 to USD 26.61 billion by

2028 at a CAGR of 15.1% during the 2021-2028 period.



Features of Tronado

9. VIDEO DATING

Our platform will offer dating services using blockchain and smart contract to ensure POS security and privacy of

users. Users are easily searched and contract other users on the dating platform without violating privacy rules as

the whole process will be regulated using blockchain technology and smart contract, also users will be allowed to

give permission or access as the deem fit. This increases trust, ensures users privacy and promotes

decentralization. Revenue in the Online Dating segment is projected to reach US$3,677m in

2022. Revenue is expected to show an annual growth rate (CAGR 2022-2026) of 6.25%, resulting

in a projected market volume of US$4,686m by 2026.



Features of Tronado

10. NFT PLATFORM

NonFungible Token (NFT) is a phenomenon that has gained attention in the cry to sphere over the past few years

with increasing acceptance and use cases. The Birb NFT market place will allow the users and community to

display their artwork which can be bid and purchased as NFT are singularly owned by the buyer and has a unique

identity code implanted on the image or artwork.

The Birb network will enable users to open their own market place on the platform.

Limited editions of collectible NFT cards will be created and marketed by our team of talented artists as well as

other community members.

The market that tornado is aiming for, holds a net worth of 60 trillion+ from which Tronado is going to expand

to the 5% of this population within a time period of 3 to 5 years.



How does it works?

Liquidity Providers enjoy cash back bonus on their activated packages. Also get earnings in TRONADO TOKEN.

Experienced team of TRONADO use the funds to provide liquidity, grow TOKEN value and build TRONADO TOKEN

Products.

Three simple steps are employed in our community:

Become Liquidity Provider

Earn Tronado Tokens

Enjoy Affiliate Bonuses

The crypto investors are being and getting attracted towards the token through the attractive token economics,

and Tornado’s’ aim to spread right information and education regarding the benefits that can be availed for this

industry.

The utilization of the token and the services being provided by Tronado is one of its kind on a global scale, this is

benefiting Tronado by not being an early bird but being the only bird in this field.



Token Economics

Token Name Tronado Token

Token Abbreviation TRDO

Network BEP20

Decimal 18

New TRDO Contract Address

0x0D2af8e1F7Dec481d17e87Cddb13e870cB0B034b

https://bscscan.com/token/0x0D2af8e1F7Dec481d17e87Cddb13e870cB0B034b


Token Distribution 

75 % Public Sale 

10% Exchanges 

&Development

10% Founding Team 

5% Influencers

Sales

Public Sale

Exchanges &Development

Founding Team

Influencers



Token Burn- Mechanism 

WHAT IS TOKEN BURNING? 

10% of Total Supply will be burnt though unique calculation. This 

process of removing coins from circulation slows down inflation, 

and supports an increase of value in accordance with the 

growing demand. 

25% of all TRDO spent on Tornado’s platforms will be burnt until 

we reach the target of a total supply of 225 million TRDO tokens 

in circulation. 



TronadoApp 

TRONADO App will act as combination of multiple platforms for 

Crypto Users as-

Wallet + Buy Crypto + Utility Services + UPI Services + E-
commerce + Gaming Zone TRONADO TOKEN will play important 
role in all financial transactions on the platform to boost its 
demand).

This will play a major role in acting as a server when the 
company will aim for its own blockchain. The aim to achieve this 
goal is to get this app across the globe with more than 
10,000,000 users in 2years. DOWNLOAD THE TRONADO App 

Use Your Cryptocurrency to 
Avail Utility Services & UPI 
Service



Road Map

1. 2020 Idea Creation.

2. (Q4 -2020) community building project ( $40 million turnover).

3. (Q2 -2021) Token distribution .

4. (Q3 -2021) International Exchange listing.

5. (Q4 -2021) Launch of Utility App (BETA version).

6. (Q4 -2021) Token Updating with supply reduction.

7. (Q1 -2022) Asian Exchange listing .

8. (Q2 -2022) Utility Application Product Delivery. 

9. (Q3 -2022) Token based gaming platform.

10.(Q4 -2022) Token based blockchain lottery.

11.(Q4 -2022) Listing on 5 – 7 global exchange.

12.(Q2 -2023) Token Based Video Dating.

13.(Q4 -2023) Metaverse & NFT platform .

14.(Q2 -2024) Tronado self sustainable blockchain.



Journey of TRDO 
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Future Price Prediction of TRDO

YEAR PRICE PREDICTION

2021 2 Cents

2022 $ 0.33/0.39

2023 $ 2.63/3.29

2024 $ 13.16/19.74

2025 $ 26.31/32.89

2026 $ 39.47/65.79



Value Proposition 

TRONADO brings value to its users by focusing on:

Security- Security is the fundamental user demand for crypto asset management. Tronado

strives to protect user's assets from any malicious attacks. The digital world does

require a vast knowledge to be aware of most of the theft or misleading guidance, here

Tronado acts as your security and guide both at the same time.

User Experience - Usability is the key factor to drive crypto adoption. Tronado aims to

provide frictionless experience to all kind of users in the easiest way. Making it a THREE

click usage solution.

Completeness - Users won't have to move their assets and key around in order to fulfil

different tasks related to crypto management and usage. Tronado provides one stop

platform for complete crypto asset management making it the only global public idea

which is already in a working phase.



Our Marketing & Social Media Presence

Follow us on Social Media Platforms for Latest Updates & Share in Facebook, Whatsapp & 

Telegram Groups. 

https://t.me/tronadoofficialgroup 

https://www.instagram.com/tronadoofficial/ 

https://www.facebook.com/TronadoOfficial 

https://twitter.com/TronadoDapps                

https://tronado.medium.com/ 

https://www.reddit.com/user/tronadotoken/

https://www.reddit.com/user/tronadotoken/


Conclusion

The mass adoption in cryptocurrency has resulted in many use cases and areas being

explored. These potentials that exist is made more valid with the increase in the adoption and

use of Decentralized Finance. We are a community that has a long-term plan with many use

cases sequences in a logical and achievable order.

Our protocol ensures security, transparency and decentralization which are the key features

of blockchain. We tend to grow a community with a genuine intention of succeeding in the

crypto sphere.


